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Abstract
In 2004, Hwang et al. proposed an efficient user

identification scheme based on ID-based cryptosystem.
This paper will show that Hwang et al.’s scheme is not
secure by presenting an forgery attack on them.

1. Introduction
Since the idea of ID-Based cryptosystem was first

introduced in 1984 by Shamir [1], there has been many
studies focus on various kinds of this system [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 14] such as ID-Based cryptosystem, ID-Based signature
schemes and ID-Based key distribution systems. In these
systems, the key generation is an opposite direction
manner compared to the RSA-like public-key
cryptosystem.

From 1991, Maurer and Yacobi [9, 10] proposed a
non-interactive ID-Based public key distribution system.
The final improved version was presented in 1996 [11]. In
1998, Tseng-Jan improved the scheme proposed by
Maurer and Yacobi [11] and proposed a
challenge-response-type interactive protocol [12] which a
user can prove his identity to another without revealing his
secret key, but their scheme uses a three passes protocol
which is not suitable for application in a wireless
environment. Therefore, Hwang et al. [13] improved
Tseng-Jan’s scheme to be more suitable to be applied in
the mobile environment. However, in this paper, we point
out that in Hwang et al.’s scheme, any malicious user can
impersonate a legal user to communicate with the base
station. Therefore, their scheme can not provide the
authenticity as claimed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we will briefly review Hwang et al.’s scheme.
Section 3 shows the attack on their scheme. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Review of Hwang et al.’s scheme
Basically, Hwang et al.’s scheme inherits the

advantage of Tseng–Jan’s scheme that the user’s identity is 

his public key. The parameter set used, {N, g, e, d, t, v, p1,
p2, p3, p4}, is the same as those in Tseng–Jan’s scheme.In
Tseng–Jan’s scheme, a trusted authority (TA) exists to
generate system parameters as follows: N denotes the
product of four primes pj, j=1 to 4, whose decimal digits
are between 60 and 70; the numbers ( pj -1)/2 are odd and
pairwise relatively prime; e denotes an integer in Zφ(N)* and
the secret d, which satisfies ed≡1(modφ(N)); t denotes a
random number from Zφ(N)* , where φ(N) denotes the
Euler’s totient function; g is a primitive element in GF( pj);

and h(.) is a one-way hash function. When a user Alice
wants to join the system, she registers her identity IDa to
the TA. TA computes sa = etlogg(IDa

2) modφ(N) and sends
sa to Alice as her secret key via a secure channel. Then,
Alice publishes {IDa} as her public key. Besides, they add
the timestamp T to their scheme. We present their scheme
as in figure 1 and describe the proposed protocol step by
step as follows.

Assuming that the mobile device (M) having secret
key sm wants to prove his identity IDm to the base station
(BS) whose identity is IDb and with secret key sb. The one
pass protocol performs the following steps.

Step 1. Mobile device (M) chooses a random number k in
ZN

*, generate a timestamp T, and computes Y and Z
as follows:
Y=(IDm

2)k mod N,
Z=(IDb

2)ksm.T mod N.
Where notation “.”means T is connected with the former in
bit form. Then, M sends the message L={(ID||Y||Z), T} to
the base station (BS).



Step 2. After receiving messages L from M, BS computes

Z’=Y
sb .T

mod N.

Step 3. BS checks whether the equation Z = Z’holds. If the
equation holds, BS will assure that M’s identity is
valid.

We can see that all the transmitted messages in the
above mentioned are the same as those in Tseng–Jan’s 
scheme, expect the additional value, timestamp T. The
improvement is that it uses only one pass to show the user’s
valid identity. Thus, they can reduce the time needed for
responding and waiting for a mobile device in a wireless
environment. For this reason, the proposed scheme is more
efficient than Tseng–Jan’sscheme, as claimed by the
authors. Yet, after our cryptanalysis, we find that it still
suffers from the forgery attack. We state our analysis in the
following section.

3. Forgery attack on Hwang et al’s scheme

After analyzing the bit connection operator, “.”, in
Hwang et al.’s protocol, we find it must possess the
commutative property as the multiplication operator does.
Otherwise, according to their definition, the verifying

equation Z’=Z which equals to ((IDm
2)k)sb

.
T) = (IDb

2)(ksm
.
T)

would not hold. For example, 43=26 but 43
.
101≠26

.
101. That

is, 4011101≠2110101. Now, suppose a malicious user (user h)
wants to impersonate as a legal user (user m) following the
Hwang’s protocol. From the analysis mentioned, we can
easily show how he can succeed in the forgery attack as
follows.

Step 1. User H intercepts the transmitted message
L={(IDm || Y || Z), T} and creates another
timestamp T’..

Step 2. User H replaces the intercepted message
components Y with Y’and Z with Z’, where

Y’=(Y
sh .T

) mod N and Z’= ( Z
sh .T’

) mod N.
He can then replace the IDm with his own
ID, IDh.

Step 3. User H sends this forged message L’={(IDh

|| Y’|| Z’), T’}, to the base station.

Step 4. After receiving message L’from H, BS

computes Z”= (Y’)
sb .T’

mod N.

Step 5. BS checks whether the equation Z’= Z”

holds. If the equation holds, BS will assure
that H’s identity isvalid.

We can obviously see, after doing the above five
steps according to the protocol proposed by Hwang et al.,
the malicious user can easily impersonate as a legal user
successfully without being detected by the base station.

Since the verification equation Z
sh .T’

= (Y’)
sb .T’

mod N
holds. Hence, the malicious user doesn’tcare about the
value of T, he can always succeed when he launches the
forgery attack.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we show Hwang et al.’s scheme is

vulnerable to the forgery attack. Indeed, we doubt the
robustness of security for a scheme using just one-pass
protocol in this kind of ID-based cryptosystem.
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